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Soft solids like colloidal glasses exhibit a yield stress, above which the system starts to flow.
The microscopic analogon in microrheology is the delocalization of a tracer particle subject to an
external force exceeding a threshold value, in a glassy host. We characterize this delocalization
transition based on a bifurcation analysis of the corresponding mode-coupling theory equations.
A schematic model is presented first, that allows analytical progress, and the full physical model
is studied numerically next. This analysis yields a continuous type A transition with a critical
power law decay of the probe correlation functions with exponent −1/2. In order to compare with
simulations with a limited duration, a finite time analysis is performed, which yields reasonable
results for not-too-small wave vectors. The theoretically predicted findings are verified by Langevin
dynamics simulations. For small wave vectors we find anomalous behavior for the probe position
correlation function, which can be traced back to a wave vector divergence of the critical amplitude.
In addition we propose and test three methods to extract the critical force from experimental
data, which provide the same value of the critical force when applied to the finite-time theory or
simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The yield stress in ductile solids is the crossover be-
tween linear elasticity and plastic deformations. How-
ever, in soft matter systems, the yield stress is more
conveniently defined as the minimum stress needed to
provoke the flow of the system [1]; in a fluid this min-
imum stress is zero, while it is generically finite for a
soft matter solid. Starting from simple constitutive re-
lations, different models have been developed describing
the yield stress in terms of the microscopic characteris-
tics of the system [1]; in particular let us mention the
soft glassy rheology model [2], the shear transformation
zone model [3] or the mode coupling approach [4]. Our
approach to the problem is based on the application of
a localized stress, induced by a colloidal tracer that is
pulled externally, namely, active microrheology.

Microrheology was proposed more than 20 years ago
as a technique to access the rheological properties at the
microscopic scale, monitoring the dynamics of colloidal
tracers introduced in the sample [5]. However, it was
soon acknowledged that the technique could be signif-
icantly improved if the tracer is pulled externally (ac-
tive microrheology), as both the linear and non-linear
regimes can be studied [6, 7]. Several models for active
microrheology have been presented, based on an effec-
tive medium approach [8], the two-particle Smoluchowski
equation (for low densities) for stationary [9] and tran-
sient regimes [10], the mode-coupling approach (appli-
cable to high densities) [11], the continuous time ran-
dom walk model [12, 13], a kinetically constrained model
[13, 14]. Simulation studies [15–17] and first experimen-
tal studies confirmed that the dynamics becomes highly
anomalous in glass-forming dispersions [18, 19].

In a previous study, active microrheology in a colloidal
glass was analyzed with a model based on the mode-
coupling approximation, and tested against simulations

[20]. It was found in that work that there are two regimes
for the dynamics of the tracer: a localized regime, found
when the external force is small, and where the tracer
is trapped in the cage formed by its own neighbours,
and a delocalized regime, when the force is large enough
to break the cage, and the tracer exhibits motion over
long distances. The properties of the localized regime
were studied in detail in that work, and confirmed by
the simulations. The focus of the present study, is the
examination of the system’s behavior at the crossover
between these two regimes.

We present in this paper the properties of the critical
force separating both regimes within the model, and use
them to nail down the critical force in the simulations
and confirm the predictions of the model. In particu-
lar, it is predicted that the long-time limit of the tracer
position correlation function (nonergodicity parameter)
decays linearly with the external force, being zero at
the critical force (identified as a type A transition within
mode-coupling theory). At the critical force, the corre-
lation function decays as function of time according to
a power-law with exponent −1/2, and a prefactor that
coincides with the slope of the nonergodicity parameter
with the external force. For small wave vectors perpen-
dicular to the external force some anomalies are found in
the theory. Because the long time limit is generally un-
reachable in the simulations, we test within the theory,
how the predictions are altered if values available at finite
times are considered. Our simulation results confirm the
predictions of the model, validating the analysis and pro-
viding a toolbox to estimate the critical force. This can
prove useful to identify the critical force in experimental
systems [19].
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II. THEORY

In active microrheology we consider a spherical probe
particle with diameter d, which is pulled by a constant
external force Fext = Fextêz through a colloidal suspen-
sion of spheres of the same diameter, the host. All par-
ticles are subject to Brownian motion induced by the
suspending fluid, but hydrodynamic interactions are ne-
glected. Our description is based on the displacement
distribution function Gs(r, t) (also called the self-part of
the van-Hove-function) and, more precise, on its spatial
Fourier transform

Φsq(t) =

∫
eiq·rGs(r, t)dr, (1)

also called probe correlator.

A. Model

The dynamics of this probe correlation function is
derived from a microscopic overdamped Smoluchowski
equation within the framework of mode-coupling theory
(MCT) [20]. It is given by a integrodifferential equation

0 = ∂tΦ
s
q(t) + ΓqΦsq(t) +

∫ t

0

mq(t− t′)∂t′Φsq(t′)dt′ (2)

with initial condition Φsq(0) = 1. Γq = q2 − iqFext de-
scribes the free decay of the correlator as if no other par-
ticles were present and the memory kernel mq accounts
for the interactions between the probe and the bath. mq

is given by a functional of the probe and the host correla-
tors using MCT. For the scaling analysis it is convenient
to introduce the Laplace transformed quantities given by

Ã(s) =

∫ ∞

0

dte−stA(t). (3)

The equation of motion (2) then reads

Φ̃sq(s) =

(
s+

Γq

1 + m̃q(s)

)−1
. (4)

Using the cylindrical symmetry of the system around the
force direction, we find (choosing q = (qx, 0, qz) without
loss of generality)

Γq

1 + m̃q
=

Γxq(1 + m̃zz
q )− Γxzq m̃xz

q + Γzq(1 + m̃xx
q )

(1 + m̃xx
q )(1 + m̃zz

q )− m̃xz
q m̃xz

q

(5)

with Γxq = q2x,Γ
z
q = q2z − iqzFext, Γxzq = 2qxqz − iqxFext

and the primitive memory functionals

mαβ
q [Φs(t),Φ(t)] =

1

(2π)3

∫
dkpαpβ

(Ssp)2

nSp
Φsk(t)Φp(t)

(6)
with p = q−k. Sp is the static bath structure factor, Ssp
the static probe-bath structure factor and Φp(t) the bath

correlation function. With the structure factor obtained
in the Percus-Yevick approximation for hard spheres, the
host presents a glass transition within MCT at ϕg =
0.516. For this work, we chose a packing fraction of ϕ =
0.537, which is about 4% above the glass transition.

B. Numerical details

The numerical solution algorithm is described in Ap-
pendix C of [20] and in more detail in Chapter 3 of [21].
We choose a cutoff of qmaxd = 14 for qr and qz on a uni-
form grid from 0 to qmaxd with step size ∆qd = 0.5 with
N = 29 points, which is refined towards 0 by adding
Nlog = 10 nonuniformly spaced grid points given by
2−i∆qd (i = 1, . . . , 10). This choice allows sufficient
resolution for long-ranged structures as well as the mi-
croscopic structures, while allowing reasonable comput-
ing times (39 × 39 correlation functions have to be cal-
culated) and preventing numerical issues [22]. The dy-
namical solutions are obtained using the decimation al-
gorithm with an initial step size of ∆td2/D0 = 10−8 on
a grid with 1024 grid points using up to 45 decimation
steps. The bath correlator is calculated on the same time
grid and the usual grid in q-space with cutoff qd = 65
and 512 grid points. For these parameters (and a pack-
ing fraction of ϕ = 0.537) the critical force is given by
Fc = (44.79± 0.01) kBT/d . For the analysis of the criti-
cal dynamics, we use Nlog = 25 points in the nonuniform
part of the grid for a better resolution of the critical force,
which is given by Fc = (44.7815± 0.0010) kBT/d . We
tested two algorithms for the time integration based on
(i) the integral equation and (ii) the integro-differential
equation representation for the effective memory func-
tion. They give the same results, but differ in the regions
of stability, see Chapter 3 of [21] for details.

III. BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate the behavior of the
probe correlation function Φsq(t) close to the delocal-
ization transition, viz. a kind of depinning transition.
This transition is characterized by the long-time limits
fsq := limt→∞ Φsq(t). In the glass, i.e. for ϕ > ϕg, we
find fsq 6= 0 for small external forces, while fsq = 0 if
the force is large enough. The smallest force for which
fsq = 0 is the critical force and determines the delocal-
ization transition [20]. The predictions for the behavior
of the correlation function close to this critical point will
provide us with several means to characterize the critical
force in simulations and experiments.

Starting point for the bifurcation analysis is the
Laplace space version of the equations of motion (4). In
order to make analytic progress, we approximate the bath
correlation function by its long time limit Φq(t) ≈ fq :=
limt→∞ Φq(t). Then, the primitive memory functionals
become linear in Φs(t) so that we can directly insert the
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Laplace transformed tagged-particle correlator Φ̃sq(s). To
facilitate a discussion of the full equations, we will first
perform the bifurcation analysis of a simplified version,
a schematic model.

A. Schematic model

A schematic model corresponding to the full MCT
equations was designed by Gustavo Abade modifying
previous schematic models [23, 24]. It focuses on the
characteristic time-dependent behavior of the (complex-
valued) parallel and (real-valued) perpendicular modes
of the probe-bath correlation function. In the following
they are summarized in the vector φ(t) = (φ‖(t), φ⊥(t))
with φ‖(t) ∈ C and φ⊥(t) ∈ R. The equations of motion
are given by

τi∂tφi + φi(t) +

∫ t

0

mi(t− t′)∂t′φi(t′)dt′ = 0 (7)

for i ∈ {‖,⊥}. They have the same structure as the
full model in (2) (multiplied by the timescale τi = Γ−1i ).
This includes the complex valued relaxation times for the
tagged-particle correlator τ‖ = τs

(
1− iκ‖Fext

)−1 and
τ⊥ = τs, where τs describes the relaxation time with-
out external force.

To mimic the couplings introduced by the memory
functionals, we have to find an appropriate simplification
of (5). For the parallel direction (i.e. qx = 0) it reduces
to the condition mq = mzz

q so that we can define for the
parallel direction m‖(t) = F‖(φ(t)) as in Ref. [23] via

F‖(x) =
(vs1x

∗
‖ + vs2x⊥)fb

1− iκ‖Fext
, (8)

where vs1 and vs2 describe the coupling of the perpen-
dicular and the parallel component to the bath mode,
while κ⊥ (appearing in the next equation) and κ‖ de-
scribe the coupling of the probe correlators to the force.
fb is the nonergodicity parameter of the F12 model and
describes the frozen-in glass structure of the bath. The
star ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Hereby, we just re-
placed the memory functional by a simple polynomial,
which is the standard procedure for schematic MCTmod-
els (see e.g. p. 202ff in [25]). Furthermore, this mem-
ory functional coincides with the parallel memory func-
tional of the schematic model discussed by Gnann et al.
in Ref. [23], which is itself an extension of the one-
component schematic model of Gazuz [24].

For the perpendicular direction (i.e. qz = 0), the equa-
tion of motion (5) for the effective memory function
m⊥(t) does not reduce to a simple memory function as
was the case in the model in Ref. [23]. Instead, we obtain
a nonlocal integro-differential equation of the form

τ⊥m⊥(t) +

∫ t

0

m⊥(t− t′) (mzz
⊥ (t) + iκ⊥Fextm

xz
⊥ (t))

= τ⊥ (mxx
⊥ (t)− iκ⊥Fextm

xz
⊥ (t)) +

∫ t

0

mxx
⊥ (t− t′)mzz

⊥ (t′)dt′

−
∫ t

0

mxz
⊥ (t− t′)mxz

⊥ (t′)dt′, (9)

with the local memory functionals mαβ
⊥ (t) = Fαβ⊥ (φ(t))

given by

Fxx⊥ (x) = (vs1x⊥ + vs2 Re{x‖})fb, (10a)
Fxz⊥ (x) = −ivs2 Im{x‖}fb, (10b)
Fzz⊥ (x) = vs2 Re{x‖}fb. (10c)

Since the perpendicular correlation function is real val-
ued, this requires the effective perpendicular memory
function to be real as well. The symmetries of the full
primitive memory functionals suggest the given couplings
to the real or imaginary part only.

The schematic model defined by (7)-(10) has the free
parameters τs, κ‖, κ⊥, Fext, vs1, vs2 and fb. The bath non-
ergodicity parameter fb will be parametrized through the
distance ε to the critical point (viz. glass transition) [26].
The parameter Fext will be used as analogon to the ex-
ternal force in the full model to drive the system through
the delocalization transition. Time will be expressed in
multiples of τs, which is equivalent to setting τs = 1.

B. Beta-scaling analysis of the schematic model

For the beta-scaling analysis, we rewrite the equations
of motion in terms of the real valued quantities φ1 :=
Reφ‖, φ2 := Imφ‖ and φ3 := φ⊥ and obtain in Laplace
space

−φ1(s) (φ1(s)s− 1) + φ22(s)s

φ22(s)s2 + (φ1(s)s− 1)
2 =

3∑

i=1

(
V re
‖

)
i
φi(s) + τ1,

(11a)

φ2(s)

φ22(s)s2 + (φ1(s)s− 1)
2 =

3∑

i=1

(
V im
‖

)
i
φi(s) + τ2,

(11b)

φ3(s)

1− sφ3(s)
=

∑3
i,j=1 (W⊥)ij φi(s)φj(s)

τ3 +
∑3
i=1 (U⊥)i φi(s)

+

∑3
i=1 (V⊥)i φi(s)

τ3 +
∑3
i=1 (U⊥)i φi(s)

+ τ3.

(11c)

Note that the tildes to indicate Laplace space values have
been dropped for the ease of notation. The scalars τi, the
vectors V re

‖ , V im
‖ , V⊥, U⊥ and the symmetric matrix W⊥

contain combinations of the model parameters as intro-
duced in Chapter 6 of [21] and summarized in Appendix
A.

Using the Laplace limit theorem limt→∞ φi(t) =

lims→0 sφ̃i(s) we can identify the determining equation
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the schematic model with κ‖ =
κ⊥ = 1 for different couplings. In the shaded regions below
the solid lines, the solutions are nonergodic, while they are er-
godic above. Different values of vs1 for vs2 = 2 are presented, as
labeled. According to (13) there are only quantitative changes
on varying vs2, but the shape is not affected.

for the nonergodicity parameters fi := limt→∞ φi(t) by
multiplication of (11) by s and taking the limit s → 0.
The nonergodicity parameters are then given by the roots
of the following set of nonlinear equations

J1(x) = −x1 (x1 − 1) + x22

x22 + (x1 − 1)
2 −

3∑

i=1

(
V re
‖

)
i
xi, (12a)

J2(x) =
x2

x22 + (x1 − 1)
2 −

3∑

i=1

(
V im
‖

)
i
xi, (12b)

J3(x) =
x3

1− x3
−
∑3
i,j=1 (W⊥)ij xixj∑3

i=1 (U⊥)i xi
. (12c)

In the glass (ε > 0) for vanishing force Fext and for not
too small couplings vs1, vs2, there is a nontrivial solution
fi 6= 0 of this set of eqns. (12). Increasing the force,
there is a critical force Fc, above which there exists only
the trivial solution fi = 0. This is visualized for some
parameters in Fig. 1. If the coupling to the bath is too
weak (e.g. vs1 = 0, vs2 = 2), the critical force appears only
deep in the glass. The lines for the critical forces for
κ‖ = κ⊥ = κ were obtained analytically in Section 6.2.4
in [21], which is reproduced in Appendix B and read

Fc =
1

κ

(
(fbv

s
2)

2

2

(
2β2 + 1 +

√
8β2 + 1 +

8β

fbvs2

)
− 1

) 1
2

(13)
with β = vs1/v

s
2.

Critical points are determined by the set of parameters
at which two (or more) roots coalesce. This implies that
the Jacobian of (12) is not invertible. Anticipating that
the nonergodicity parameters will vanish at the critical
point, we find for the stability matrix Sc(x)ij = ∂xj

Jci (x)
(Jacobian matrix at the critical point)

Sc(x)1j = δ1j −
(
V re
‖

)
j
, (14a)

Sc(x)2j = δ2j −
(
V im
‖

)
j
, (14b)

Sc(x)3j = δ3j −
2
∑3
i=1 (W⊥)ij xi − x3 (U⊥)j∑3

i=1 (U⊥)i xi
. (14c)

This representation makes use of xi � 1, the symmetry
of W⊥ and the condition for the root F c3 (x) = 0. In clas-
sical MCT, the stability matrix is only a function of the
coupling coefficients. This allowed it to reformulate the
condition of a non-invertible Jacobian into the problem
of finding an eigenvector of the stability matrix corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue 0. In our case here, however,
the stability matrix depends additionally on the critical
nonergodicity parameter x. As a consequence, the lin-
ear problem of finding an eigenvector to the eigenvalue 0
of the stability matrix transforms into solving the non-
linear problem Sc(h)h = 0. This avoids the problem
of determining the limit |x| → 0 of the stability matrix
Sc(x), because the representation is scale-free, i.e. any
scalar multiple of h is a solution as well. See Appendix
B where the critical force (Eq. 13) is derived following
this strategy.

For the analysis of the critical (long-time) dynamics,
we expand (11) for small s and large φi(s) and find

φ1(s) + s(φ21(s)− φ22(s)) ≈
3∑

i=1

(
V re
‖

)
i
φi(s) + τ1, (15a)

φ2(s) + 2sφ1(s)φ2(s) ≈
3∑

i=1

(
V im
‖

)
i
φi(s) + τ2,

(15b)

φ3(s) + sφ23(s) ≈
∑3
i,j=1(W⊥)ijφi(s)φj(s))∑3

i=1(U⊥)iφi(s)

+

∑3
i=1(V⊥)iφi(s)∑3
i=1(U⊥)iφi(s)

+ τ3

− τ3
∑3
i,j=1(W⊥)ijφi(s)φj(s))
(∑3

i=1(U⊥)iφi(s)
)2 .

(15c)

We can now use the ansatz for an approximate solution
of φi(s)

φi(s) = his
−1/2 + ci +O(s1/2) (16)

to derive equations for the unknown parameters hi, the so
called critical amplitudes. This ansatz implies s2φ3(s) =
O(s1/2) and φ−1(s) = O(s1/2) and yields in first order

0 = s−1/2
(
h1 −

3∑

i=1

(
V re
‖

)
i
hi

)
+O(s0), (17a)

0 = s−1/2
(
h2 −

3∑

i=1

(
V im
‖

)
i
hi

)
+O(s0), (17b)

0 = s−1/2
(
h3 −

∑3
i,j=1 (W⊥)ij hihj∑3

i=1 (U⊥)i hi

)
+O(s0). (17c)
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FIG. 2. Critical behavior of the schematic model. Correlation
functions for ε = 0.1, vs1 = vs2 = 2, κ‖ = κ⊥ = 1, constant
bath and different distances δ = (Fext−Fc)/Fc to the critical
force as labeled. Dashed lines indicate δ < 0, while solid lines
indicate δ > 0. The critical law φc

i (t) = αhit
−1/2 is shown

as dotted line. The critical amplitude hi is a solution of (18)
and its magnitude α is adjusted based on the data in the top
panel. The line color and style is the same across all panels.

Solving this set of equations for arbitrary s up to order
O(s−1/2) requires h, the vector of critical amplitudes, to
fulfill the following fixed-point equation

h1 =

3∑

i=1

(
V re
‖

)
i
hi, (18a)

h2 =

3∑

i=1

(
V im
‖

)
i
hi, (18b)

h3 =

∑3
i,j=1 (W⊥)ij hihj∑3

i=1 (U⊥)i hi
. (18c)

This equation is scale free with respect to h, since any
scalar multiple of h is again a solution. The magnitude
of h can be fixed using the higher order terms to deter-
mine the vector c introduced in the expansion Eq. (16) as
worked out in Chapter 6 of [21]. The critical exponent of
−1/2 in Laplace space translates into a critical power law
in time space with exponent −1/2 as well. This critical
behavior can be verified numerically as shown in Fig. 2.
Close to the critical point this power law can be observed
over more than six decades in the numerical solutions.

As anticipated above, h is an eigenvector of the critical
stability matrix Sc(h) to the eigenvalue 0, i.e. Sc(h)h =
0, which can be verified by direct calculation. A Tay-
lor expansion of this solution is possible and leads to a
continuous type A transition, which can be confirmed
numerically. Inverting (16) to find the critical behavior
in the time domain, we corroborate the resulting s−1/2
power law numerically, including the prefactors deter-
mined by h. This is shown in Fig. 2, where we plot the
numerical solutions for decreasing but finite distances |δ|
from the critical point. The critical law φi(t) = αhit

−1/2

is shown as black dotted line, where the magnitude α has
been adjusted to the data for i = 1.

In Appendix D we derive a scaling law for the time
evolution close to the critical point. It connects the
timescale for the deviation from the critical law to the
inverse square of the relative distance from the critical
force, i.e. τ = δ−2. This can be verified in the numerical
solutions shown in Fig. 2.

To conclude, the beta-scaling analysis of this schematic
model results in a continuous transition with a critical
power law with exponent −1/2 in time and Laplace do-
main. A special point is that the eigenvector equation
Sc(h)h = 0 for the stability matrix becomes a nonlinear
problem. This leads to a scale free fixed-point equation
for the critical amplitude h.

C. Beta-scaling analysis of the full model

For the analysis of the full model, we will interpret
the wave vector as a discrete variable (i.e. Φs(t) ∈ Cn)
instead of a continuous one (Φs(t) : R3 → C). This is
also done for the numerical solution and simplifies some
of the arguments. The discrete wave vectors will be la-
beled by the index q. As a consequence, the equations of
motion become a finite dimensional system of equations
and the primitive memory functionals can be expressed
as matrices. As before, we use the constant-bath approx-
imation Φq(t)→ fq so that we can rewrite the equations
of motion as follows (the argument s is skipped to keep
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the equation concise)

0 =(sΦ̃sq − 1) +
1

s

(
sΦ̃sqΓq + (sΦ̃sq − 1)CTq sΦ̃

s
)

+
1

s2

(
(sΦ̃sq − 1)(sΦ̃s)TAq(sΦ̃

s) + sΦ̃sqB
T
q (sΦ̃s)

)

(19)

with the abbreviations

vTAqw =
1

2

(
µxxq (v)µzzq (w) + µxxq (w)µzzq (v)

)

− (µxzq (v)µxzq (w)), (20a)

BTq v =µxxq (v)q2z + µxzq (v)(−2qxqz) + µzzq (v)q2x

+ iFext
(
−µxxq (v)qz + µxzq (v)qx

)
, (20b)

CTq v =µxxq (v) + µzzq (v), (20c)

Γq =q2x + q2z − iFextqz (20d)

using matrix-vector multiplications with auxiliary vec-
tors v and w. From (6) we obtain the long-time-limits of
the memory functionals via µαβq (v) := mαβ

q [v,f ] with the
bath nonergodicity parameter f := limt→∞ φ(t). Aq is a
matrix with constant coefficients, Bq and Cq are vectors
with constant coefficients and Γq is a scalar for each wave
vector, which is labeled by the index q. Notice that only
BTq and Γq depend on the external force. In order to find
the proper long time behavior it is convenient to intro-
duce the S-transform as s times the Laplace-transform
(s being the variable in Laplace space). This has the ad-
vantage that the power-laws in the time-domain and for
the s-transform are simply reciprocals of each other and
constant functions are transformed into constant func-
tions. This rationalizes the notation s−1(sΦ̃sq) instead of
writing Φ̃sq only.

As above, we can find the determining equation for
the nonergodicity parameters fsq := limt→∞ φsq(t) =

lims→0 sΦ̃
s
q(s) by multiplying with s2 and taking the limit

s→ 0. It reads

0 = (fsq − 1)((fs)TAqf
s) + fsq (BTq f

s). (21)

The corresponding Jacobian is given by

Sqp =δqp((f
s)TAqf

s +BTq f
s) + fsqB

T
q p̂

+ (fsq − 1)
(
(fs)TAqp̂+ (p̂)TAqf

s
)
,

(22)

where p̂ is the unit vector in p-direction. This matrix is
zero in the limit fs → 0.

Equation (21) can be solved for fsq /(1−fsq ) to have the
same form as in classical MCT. Then, the right hand side
corresponds to the memory functional, which is always
a polynomial in classical MCT. In our case, the result-
ing right hand is a quotient of the memory functionals
(fs)TAqf

s and BTq fs. This poses a challenge for taking
the limit |fsq | → 0, as the limiting value of the quotient
will depend on the details of how the different values of
fsq approach zero.

It is also possible to rewrite (21) in an alternative form
as a fixed-point problem

0 = fsq −
(fs)TAqf

s

BTq f
s + (fs)TAqfs

. (23)

Since fs is complex valued, the calculation of the Jaco-
bian becomes a rather tedious task, as real and imagi-
nary parts have to be treated as separate variables (see
Appendix E or equations (5.37)-(5.41) in Chapter 5.4 of
[21]). It turns out that the Jacobian which is constructed
with this knowledge from (23) behaves like the stability
matrix in classical MCT, as one of its eigenvalues ap-
proaches 0 at the delocalization transition. Similar to the
schematic calculation, it is possible to derive a scale-free
fixed point iteration for the corresponding eigenvector,
the so called critical amplitude (see (E8) and Chapter 5.4
of [21] for the details of this tedious calculation). While
the critical amplitude remains finite for small wave vec-
tors in classical MCT, (cf. Fig. 4.6 in [25]), we find that
in our model the critical amplitude diverges for small
wave vectors: like q−2x in the perpendicular direction and
like q−1z for the parallel direction (see inset in the lower
panel of Fig. 6). This renders it impossible to normalize
the critical amplitude by its norm. Instead, we have to
fix the value of the critical amplitude at a certain wave
vector.

This divergence can be understood by checking the im-
plications of the critical amplitude. For example, it deter-
mines the scaling of the nonergodicity parameters close
to the critical point as shown in Fig. 3. For a type A
transition, we have the following asymptotic expansion
for δ := (Fext − F c)/F c < 0

fsq = −hqδ +O(δ2) (24)

with an appropriate scaling of hq. The dashed lines in
Fig. 3 are given by this relationship and the values of
hq are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The scal-
ing factor for hq is set at the largest wave vector in the
perpendicular direction. We notice that the decay of the
nonergodicity parameter becomes steeper and steeper for
smaller wave vectors. This effect is more prominent for
wave vectors perpendicular to the force direction as was
the divergence of the critical amplitude.

For the analysis of the critical dynamics, we start out
with (19) and focus on the long time behavior around
the critical force. Formal calculations show that we can
expect a s−1/2 or a t−1/2 power-law scaling of the correla-
tion functions at the delocalization transition (see Chap-
ter 5.6 in [21] for the details). These findings can also
be confirmed numerically. We note, however, that the
onset of this scaling depends on the wave vector magni-
tude. The smaller the magnitude, the later (longer times
or smaller Laplace frequencies) the onset of the critical
power law.

This finding also disproves the existence of a master
curve for the correlation functions for all q at a finite dis-
tance from the critical point, which is usually assumed for
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dashed line indicates the critical force and the dotted lines
the asymptotic behavior close to the critical force.

the beta-scaling analysis. Nevertheless, we find a master
curve for the primitive memory kernels, i.e. a factoriza-
tion of the Laplace frequency and wave vector depen-
dency. With this information, we can work out the criti-
cal power laws for the moments, which can be traced back
to the evaluation of a combination of primitive memory
functionals (see Chapter 5.8 of [21] for details). We find
〈z〉 ∝ t−α,

〈
(x− 〈x〉)2

〉
∝ t−α and

〈
(z − 〈z〉)2

〉
∝ t−2α

using a general critical power law with exponent α (i.e.
Φsq(s) ∝ sα). With the choice α = −1/2, based on the
results from the schematic model, the exponents above
reduce to 1/2, 1/2 and 1.

For the behavior close to the critical force, we can iden-
tify a timescale, which scales like δ−2 as can be observed
in Fig. 9. This is the same scaling as derived for the
schematic model as discussed in the previous section.
This highlights again that the schematic model repre-
sents the critical features of the full model.

With the knowledge of the scaling of the memory func-
tionals, we can also discuss the scaling of the station-
ary velocity as function of the distance to the critical
force. The stationary velocity vst := limt→∞ ∂t 〈z〉 (t)
is related to the integral over the memory functional

mzz
0 (t) := limq→0m

zz
q (t) via

vst =
Fext

1 +
∫∞
0
mzz

0 (t′)dt′
(25)

(see Eq. (2.189) in [21] and [24]). Below and at the critical
force, this memory integral diverges, leading to a vanish-
ing stationary velocity. Above the critical force, this inte-
gral becomes finite as the memory functional decays on a
certain timescale. A scaling argument (see Section 5.6.3
of [21] and Appendix D) suggests

∫∞
0
mzz

0 (t′)dt′ ∝ δ−1,
which results in vst ∝ δ to first order for δ > 0.

Summarizing the beta-scaling analysis for the full
model, we find for the given discretization a type A tran-
sition with a critical power law with exponent −1/2 for
the correlation functions. The critical amplitude can be
determined via a scale-free fixed-point-equation and has
diverging values in the limit q → 0. The critical power
law is most pronounced for large wave numbers, while
being shadowed for small wave numbers. The mean dis-
placement and the variances perpendicular and parallel
to the force direction exhibit critical power laws as well
with exponents 1/2, 1/2 and 1, respectively.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A polydisperse system of quasi-hard spherical particles
is simulated with Langevin dynamics. The equation of
motion for particle j is given by [27]:

mr̈j = −γ0ṙj + ηj(t) +
∑

i

Fij + δj1Fext, (26)

where the friction with the solvent, γ0ṙj , is given by the
coefficient γ0, and ηj(t) is a random force linked to the
friction coefficient via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
[27]. The particle-particle interactions, Fij , is given in
our case by the inverse-power potential:

V (dij) = kBT (d/dij)
−36 (27)

with dij the center to center distance between particles.
Finally, the external force Fext is applied only to the
tracer, labeled as j = 1.

The simulated glass has a volume fraction, ϕ = 0.62,
calculated considering hard spheres of diameter d. The
glass transition for this system has been estimated pre-
viously by an MCT analysis yielding ϕg = 0.596 [28, 29].
Hence, this system is as far from the glass transition as
the system used for the theoretical calculations. The
preparation and properties of this glass have been dis-
cussed previously [20, 30]. In essence, the system is
equilibrated in a fluid state with the same density and
moderate attractions; the attractions are then suddenly
removed, leaving only the repulsive interactions. The
system is then aged for a long time. The dynamics of the
aged glass does not show any sign of further evolution
for the same time range used in the study of microrhe-
ology presented here. Fig. 4 presents the nonergodicity
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vector moduli studied below.

parameter of the glass and the structure factor, for ref-
erence. Further details of the preparation procedure can
be found in Refs. [20, 30].

In our simulations of microrheology we focus on the
transient regime. A particle is randomly selected as
tracer and at t = 0, a constant external force is applied to
it, pulling it through the system. The tracer trajectory
is monitored as a function of time. The tracer is allowed
to travel through the simulation box more than once, as
we could not identify any different behaviour between
the first and consecutive passages. The results presented
below are the average over ca. 5000 independent tra-
jectories (tracers) for every force. For Fext = 80 kT/d,
which we identify as the critical force, 25000 trajectories
have been simulated.

The main observable of interest is the tracer position
correlation function, as discussed in the theory section,
namely, the Fourier transform of the tracer displacement
probability distribution. In the simulations, the wave
vector is restricted due to the periodic boundary condi-
tions. Even more, since the dynamics of the tracer de-
pends on the direction, only wave vectors with moduli
multiple of 2π/L, are allowed in the force direction, with
L the dimension of the simulation box in this direction.
Some of the wave vectors studied below (in particular in
Fig. 7) are shown as red circles in Fig. 4.

In the simulations we consider N = 1000 particles in
a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. The
box size is set by the volume fraction of the particles,
φ = 0.62, yielding L = 9.48 d, with d the average particle
diameter. All particles have the same mass, m; diam-
eters are distributed according to a flat distribution of
width ∆ = 0.1d, to avoid crystallization. In the simula-
tions we set to m = 1, d = 1 and the thermal energy is
kBT = 1. The solvent friction coefficient is set to γ0 =
10
√
mkBT/d, giving a diffusion coefficient of the free par-

ticleD0 = kBT/γ0 = 0.1d
√
kBT/m. Time is measured in

units of the Brownian time τB = d2/D0. The equations

of motion are integrated using a Heun algorithm [31] with
a time step of 0.00025d

√
m/kBT = 2.5 · 10−5τB .

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The theoretical predictions for the critical force in the
section about the bifurcation analysis were based on the
evaluation of the long-time limit of the correlation func-
tions. This limit is, however, unreachable in the simu-
lations, where a finite-time analysis must be performed.
We will thus first study if the critical force and ampli-
tude can be properly estimated from a finite time anal-
ysis. Then, the power-law behaviour of the correlation
function and tracer displacement at the critical force, pre-
dicted by our model, are tested with simulations. Finally,
we will show that the stationary velocity for a long but fi-
nite time provides an additional estimation of the critical
force. These results will provide three different methods
of determining the critical force and the properties of the
transition, corroborated by our simulations, that can be
used in experimental systems.

A. Estimation of the critical force

In this section, we will analyze a procedure to estimate
the critical force based on finite time results. While the
critical force is defined based on the vanishing of the non-
ergodicity parameter (the long-time-limit of the tracer
position correlation function), this cannot be achieved in
simulations. Therefore, we model the procedure for the
simulations by evaluating the theoretical result for the
tracer position correlation function at a large but finite
time as an approximation to the nonergodicity parame-
ter. From these values, the critical force and amplitude
are estimated, and compared with the values obtained
from the true long time limit.

The values of the theoretical correlation functions as a
function of the external force for different wave vectors at
the finite time tD0/d

2 = 102 are shown in Fig. 5. Wave
vectors parallel and perpendicular to the force direction
are presented; since the correlation functions in the force
direction are complex, the modulus is studied. While the
type A behavior for large wave vectors is very similar to
the results for the true long-time limit (shown in Fig. 3),
there are some differences for small wave vectors. This
graph shows that the diverging slope of fq as a function
of the external force at the critical force value is replaced
by a finite slope, which intersects with 0 at larger forces.
This will induce systematic errors in the estimation of the
critical force value when analyzing small wave vectors.
Although this effect is noticed for both directions, the
transversal one shows a more dramatic effect, consistent
with the theoretical analysis for the critical amplitude.

The analysis of the correlation function at finite times
as a function of the external force is presented in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 5. Values of the tracer position correlation function for
t = 102d2/D0 as a function of the external forces for different
wave vectors perpendicular to the external force (upper panel)
and parallel to it (lower panel). Numerical solutions of the
MCT equations are shown. The dotted vertical line indicates
the true critical force. The dashed black lines indicate linear
fits to the nonergodicity parameters to determine the critical
force shown in Fig. 6.

Here, the value of the critical force (upper panel) is ex-
tracted from the intersection of the linear fit of fq vs. Fext
with the x-axis. The range of the fit has been adjusted to
capture the linear behavior best. The errorbars indicate
the uncertainty from the fit. As mentioned previously,
the critical force for small wave vectors is overestimated,
more prominently when the wave vector is perpendicular
to the external force. However, for not-too-small wave
vectors, the estimate is independent of q (direction or
modulus), and more importantly, agrees with the value
extracted from the analysis of the long-time limit.

The critical amplitude (lower panel) at the finite time
is given by the slope of this fit (symbols). Since we have
complex valued correlators, we fit real and imaginary part
separately and show the modulus of the resulting com-
plex critical amplitude at finite times. It shows stronger
deviations from the true critical amplitude (dashed lines),
which disappear only for large wave vectors. Both data
for the longitudinal and transversal wave vectors display
a maximum as a function of q, which is not observed in
the analysis of the proper long time limit. Looking back
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FIG. 6. Critical force (upper panel) and critical amplitude
(lower panel) obtained from time-dependent MCT calcula-
tions as a function of the wave vector. Symbols show data
estimated from the linear fittings of fc vs. Fext for finite times
(see Fig. 5). Errorbars indicate the uncertainties in these pa-
rameters arising from the fit. The horizontal dashed line in
the upper panel marks the true critical force and the dashed
lines in the lower panel are the critical amplitudes obtained
in the limit t → ∞ of φs

q(t). The inset shows the same criti-
cal amplitudes on a log-log scale establishing the (qx)−2 and
(qz)−1 divergences in the low q limit.

at Fig. 5, we realize that this behavior arises from the
fact that the correlation functions have not yet decayed
to zero above the critical force at finite times. This im-
plies that for small wave vectors, particularly when q is
perpendicular to the force, the proper critical amplitude
is underestimated.

With these differences in mind, we now turn to the sim-
ulation data, and analyze the tracer position correlation
functions averaged over time in the range [10, 25]d2/D0.
It must be remembered that the wave vector in the anal-
ysis has to be compatible with the periodic boundary
conditions. Fig. 7 presents the value of the correlation
function as a function of the external force for different
wave vectors (similar to Fig. 5, wave vectors parallel and
perpendicular to the force are considered). As predicted
by the theory, the correlation function is lower for wave
vectors parallel to the external force. The anomalies re-
ported within the theory for small wave vectors are not
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by the red circles in Fig. 4.

observed here, because these wave vectors are not acces-
sible in the simulations.

The values of these correlation functions are fitted
with a linear model, following the theoretical predic-
tion. The resulting critical force (from the intercept of
the fitting with the x-axis) and critical amplitude (slope
of the fitting) are shown in Fig. 8. The critical force
does not depend on the wave vector modulus or direc-
tion, within the error bars, for large wave vectors, but
increases when it is estimated from small wave vectors,
in agreement with the theoretical results in Fig. 6. Av-
eraging those results for 2.5 < qd < 12.5, we obtain a
critical force of (83.1± 5.8) kBT/d from the parallel di-
rection and (81.5± 5.8) kBT/d for the perpendicular di-
rection. Given the theoretical analysis presented above,
we therefore estimate from these results that the critical
force in the simulations is about Fc = 80 kBT/d , taking
into account that the finite time analysis overestimates
the critical force. This value is significantly higher than
in the theory Fc = 44.79 kBT/d , although the glass in
the theory is ideal, in contrast with the real glass in the
simulations.

The critical amplitude, plotted in the lower panel of
Fig. 8, decreases in qualitative agreement with the theo-
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FIG. 8. Critical force (upper panel) and critical amplitude
(lower panel) from the simulations for wave vectors paral-
lel and perpendicular to the external force as a function of
the modulus of the wave vector. Symbols show data from
the linear fitting of fc vs. Fext (see Fig. 7). The dashed
horizontal line in the top panel indicates the average critical
force for qd > 2.5 of 82.4 kBT/d . The solid lines in the lower
panel are estimates of the critical amplitude from the long
time behaviour of the tracer position correlation function for
Fext = 80 kBT/d (see text below).

retical results. For small wave vectors, it shows a maxi-
mum when the wave vector is perpendicular to the exter-
nal force, also in agreement with the theoretical results of
Fig. 6. However, other details of the theoretical analysis
are absent in the simulations; in particular, the critical
amplitude does not become independent on the wave vec-
tor direction, and when the wave vector is parallel to the
external force the simulation data does not show a max-
imum.

When the wave vector is parallel to the external force,
it must be recalled that the tracer position correlation
function is complex valued (thus, the modulus of the cor-
relation function has been studied) [11, 20]. For increas-
ing force, the real part of the nonergodicity parameter
becomes negative, while the imaginary part describes a
maximum. Both components tend linearly to zero at the
critical force; the modulus is dominated by the imagi-
nary part. The analysis of the correlation functions at
a finite time (not shown) yield the same conclusions as
drawn previously. The comparison with the simulations,
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however, is more difficult due to the large noise-to-signal
ratio in the real part.

Summarizing this section, we can identify the critical
force consistently from linear extrapolation of the tracer
position correlation function at long, but finite times in
theory as well as in simulations. The uncertainty for the
values of the critical force is largest for small wave vectors
due to their strong variation around the critical force. We
can also extract the critical amplitudes, which increase
with decreasing wave vector, for both, simulations and
theory.

B. Long time behaviour of the tracer position
correlation function

We analyze in more detail the tracer position corre-
lation functions in the vicinity of the critical force esti-
mated previously. The theory predicts a power law decay
with exponent −1/2. The onset of this power law de-
pends on the wave vector and its prefactor is described
by the critical amplitude for large wave vectors. For a
better resolution of the critical force, we use for this sec-
tion Nlog = 25 points in the nonuniform part of the grid
for the theoretical calculations as described in the section
about the numerical details.

Fig. 9 presents rectification plots of the modulus of the
tracer position correlation function with the predicted
behaviour. While forces well above or below the critical
one do not show the power-law decay, forces close to that
indeed follow the expected trend, for all wave vectors
moduli and directions. Note that the start of this power-
law behavior occurs for earlier times the larger the wave
vectors are. It should be also stressed that the trend
is also followed even for small wave vectors, despite the
difficulties in handling low wave vectors in the theory.
Noteworthy, the critical behaviour is more difficult to
be observed for small wave vectors perpendicular to the
external force.

As discussed previously, when the wave vector is par-
allel to the external force the tracer position correlation
function is complex valued. The real part takes on nega-
tive values for large wave vectors and tends to zero from
below, while the imaginary part is always positive and
describes a maximum. Both components indeed exhibit
the t−1/2 decaying to zero (not shown).

The same rectification plots for the simulation data
are shown in Fig. 10. In fact, the critical force identi-
fied by our previous analysis, Fext ≈ 80 kBT/d , shows a
plateau, except for the lowest wave vector studied in the
perpendicular direction. In agreement with the theoret-
ical expectations, forces well below the critical force de-
viate upwards, while forces above it deviate downwards.
Also, it is observed that the critical behaviour is reached
for longer times the smaller the wave vector. This justi-
fies the absence of a power-law behaviour in the top-left
panel.

Note that the observation of a power-law decay in the

tracer position correlation function at long times for all
wave vector moduli and directions can be used as an al-
ternative criterion to identify the critical force. As ob-
served in Fig. 10, this yields the same result as the fit-
ting of the nonergodicity parameters with the external
force, Fc ≈ 80 kBT/d . However, because the observa-
tion of a specific behaviour in the correlation function is
arguable, the extrapolation of the nonergodicity param-
eters appears as a more robust method.

The prefactor of the t−1/2 behaviour, given by the
value of the long time plateaus in Figs. 9 and 10, is the
critical amplitude, up to a constant factor arising from
a microscopic timescale. According to the theory, this
should agree with the slope of the nonergodicity vs. the
external force (up to this constant factor). The critical
amplitude for the theory, is plotted in the lower panel
of Fig. 6 as dashed lines; to avoid the ambiguity of the
microscopic timescale, both sets are matched at the high-
est wave vector in the perpendicular direction. At large
wave vectors, both estimations of the critical amplitude
decay monotonously, and agree for the highest wave vec-
tors. However, differences appear for small wave vectors,
that become qualitative for smaller wave vectors as the
slope of φs(t) vs. Fext describes a maximum (explained
in Sec. VA), while the true critical amplitude grows con-
tinuously with decreasing q.

In the simulations, the prefactor of the t−1/2 behaviour
in the tracer position correlation function has been esti-
mated by averaging the value of t1/2φq(t) in the interval
t ∈ [10, 25]d2/D0. The results are presented again in
comparison with the estimation from the long-time value
of φs(t) vs. Fext in Fig. 8. As in the previous case, the
data have been matched at the largest wave vector in the
perpendicular direction. Again, the overall behaviour is
similar between both estimates of the critical amplitude
for large wave vectors, but differences appear at small
ones. The estimation from t1/2φq(t) shows a modulation
with q, which is not observed in the theory or in the
other estimation of the critical amplitude, but which is
almost within the error bars of the data. The difference in
magnitude between the critical amplitudes obtained from
theory and simulations can be related to the observation
that the transition between localized and delocalized be-
havior is occurs in a much more narrow force range in
the theory than in the simulations. Hence, the slopes are
steeper and the critical amplitude is larger.

In summary, we find a critical power-law decay with ex-
ponent −1/2 for the tracer position correlation function
at long times in theory and simulations. This behavior
is screened at small wave vectors. The force associated
with the critical behavior is consistent with the critical
force obtained in the previous section. Again,

C. Average tracer displacement

Both, the analysis of the simulations and theory at a
finite time show that the region of small wave vectors is
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FIG. 9. Rectification plots for the tracer position correlation function for wave vectors perpendicular (left panels) and parallel
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problematic because the tracer position correlation func-
tion decays very slowly. In the simulations, this is an
important problem, as the simulation time is always fi-
nite, restricting the wave vectors that can be analyzed.
In the theory, on the other hand, this regime has to be
handled with care as well to ensure that both (i) the
long time limit (either zero in the delocalized state or fi-
nite in the localized one) and (ii) the small wave vector
behaviour are correctly treated in the numerical integra-
tion scheme, because all modes are coupled. Since the
average tracer displacement and mean squared displace-
ment (MSD) perpendicular and parallel to the external
force, are obtained from the small-wave-vector limit of
the correlation function, this problem prevents us from
analyzing the results of the model for these quantities.

The present model predicts, based on the results for
the schematic model, that the tracer displacement grows
according to a power law with exponent 1/2, 〈δz〉 ∼ t1/2,
for the critical force, separating the localized regime

(where 〈δz〉 approaches a constant at long times) from
the delocalized regime (where 〈δz〉 grows linearly). For
the MSD in the direction perpendicular to the force, a
similar power law is found, while in the parallel direc-
tion, it is predicted that 〈∆z2〉 grows linearly, for the
critical force.

These predictions for the tracer displacements cannot
be confirmed in the simulations, as shown by the rectifi-
cation plots in Fig. 11. The average tracer displacement
grows faster than the predicted critical behaviour for all
forces, and in particular, at the critical force, it grows
approximately linearly (for smaller forces it grows sub-
linear). Similarly, the mean squared displacement both
in the parallel and perpendicular directions do not follow
the predicted behaviour for the critical force (intermedi-
ate and bottom panels of Fig. 11). The MSD in the per-
pendicular plane grows approximately linearly with time
around and above the critical force, while in the force
direction, superdiffusion is observed (i.e. 〈∆z2〉 ∼ t−2α
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FIG. 10. Rectification plots for the tracer position correlation function for wave vectors perpendicular (left panels) and parallel
to the external force (right panels) from simulations. Several forces around the critical one are presented; from top to bottom:
Fext = 60, 70, 77, 80 (red line), 83, 86, 90, 95, 100 and 120 kBT/d . Different wave vectors are presented: qd = 2.65 (top panels),
qd = 5.30 (intermediate panels) and qd = 10.60 (bottom panels).

with −2α > 1) for forces above the critical one. A close
look at the local exponents (center column in Fig. 11)
suggests an exponent of 0.9 for the mean displacement
and the variance perpendicular to the force and an expo-
nent of 1.8 for the variance in the force direction. Even
though these absolute values do not agree with the pre-
dictions from theory, their ratios follow the prediction
that the exponent of the power law of the variance in the
force direction should be twice as large as for the two
other quantities.

To summarize this section, it is difficult to pinpoint
the critical force based on the critical scaling laws for the
moments. First, there is little variation in the local ex-
ponent for different forces. Second, the exponents do not
coincide with the theoretical prediction, but are slightly
larger. Nevertheless, the relation between the exponents
for the different moments matches the theoretical predic-
tion.

D. Stationary velocity

In previous works, the average velocity was analyzed
[18], given by v̄ = ∆z/∆t, where ∆z is the displacement
of the probe at the end of the experiment and ∆t its
duration. For long times, this converges to the defini-
tion of the stationary velocity vst as introduced in the
paragraph before Eq. (25). To assess the effects of fi-
nite waiting times we calculate 〈z〉 (t)/t in Fig. 12 for
different values of t from our theory. We observe that
the final velocity is overestimated below the critical force
and underestimated above the critical force. This smears
out the predicted linear behavior vst ∝ δ for δ > 0. For
t > 102 this linear relation is nicely visible as indicated by
the dashed/dotted line. This yields another criterion to
identify a lower limit for the critical force. As the veloc-
ity is underestimated for forces above the critical force,
we will always obtain a value for the x-intercept which is
smaller than the true critical force.
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FIG. 12. Average velocity for the theoretical calculations for
different waiting times t (circles). The stationary velocity vst
(open diamond) is calculated from the memory relation (25).
The dashed line is a linear fit to the data for t = 102 in the
range 45 < Fextd/kBT < 50, which is extrapolated the full
range (dotted). This result was obtained using the grid with
25 points in the nonuniform part.

Furthermore, we also test the prediction for the sta-
tionary velocity based on the memory integral (25).

These results are shown as open diamonds in Fig. 12.
They exhibit the same predicted behavior close to the
critical force, but deviate for larger forces. The differ-
ences can be attributed to numerical artifacts in con-
nection with the stability of the solution algorithm (see
Chapter 3 of [21] for details).

The average velocity from the simulations is analyzed
in Fig. 13. Again, we test for finite time effects (circles)
and find a good agreement for t = 100 and t = 101.
The average velocities cross at a force of about 90 kBT/d
similar to the results of the theory. Above this cross-
ing, we can identify a linear behavior. A linear fit of
these data gives a lower bound for the critical force of
about Fc = (79± 3) kBT/d , which is again compatible
with the previous results. As before, the range in which
the velocity increases is much broader as in the theoret-
ical calculations and the transition is less sharp than in
theory.

Concluding this section, we find that the critical force
can be estimated by extrapolating the average velocity
linearly to zero, when the duration of the experiment is
long enough.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Active microrheology provides access to the micro-
scopic properties of a complex fluid by the action of a
microscopic stress, typically exerted onto a single col-
loidal bead. When the host system is beyond the glass
transition, a finite stress must be applied to make the
system flow, or in microrheology, to delocalize the tracer.
The properties of this delocalization transition are stud-
ied here for a glass of colloidal hard spheres with the-
ory and simulations. The theory model is based on the
Smoluchowski equation, where the glass is described with
mode-coupling theory, and a schematic model is also pro-
vided which contains only three correlators, dropping the
dependence on the wave vector but retaining the direc-
tion dependence, and with a simplified memory kernel.
The model predicts that the tracer is indeed localized
for small forces by the cage of its neighbours, but it can
break free above a threshold force, which depends on the
couplings with the bath and external force. This de-
localization transition has the properties of an A-type
transition within mode-coupling theory, making it diffi-
cult to observe in simulations and experiments, but also
tricky in the numerical solution of the theory equations.
However, some properties of the transition offer consis-
tency checks, that have here been tested with Langevin
dynamics simulations.

The theory predictions indicate that, in the localized
regime but close to the delocalization transition, the
nonergodicity parameter decays linearly with the pulling
force, reaching the zero-axis at the critical force. There,
the tracer position correlation function decays with the

square root of time, with an amplitude that is propor-
tional to the slope of the nonergodicity parameter vs.
force. While these results are based on the assumption
that the time is large enough, we confirm that this predic-
tions can also be tested when the values at a finite time
are taken. Concomitant power-laws follow for the aver-
age displacement and mean squared displacement, which
are observed in the simulations, albeit with different ex-
ponents.

As a result, we confirm three methods to determine the
critical force for the delocalization transition. The first
method is based on linearly extrapolating the values of
the tracer position correlation functions at long times as
a function of force. The second method uses the appear-
ance of a critical power law with exponent 1/2 close to
the critical force. The last method is based on a linear
extrapolation of the average velocity of the probe. The
first two methods yield the same critical force if the wave
vectors used are not too small. For small wave vectors
we find some anomalies, like the divergence of the criti-
cal amplitude and a shadowing of the critical power law.
The last method requires sufficiently long experimental
times. While the predicted behavior for all three meth-
ods is applicable only in a very narrow force window in
the theoretical calculations, we find these signatures in
the simulations over a much broader window of forces,
which makes them even more suitable for applications in
experimental systems.

The critical dynamics we derived and tested holds uni-
versally at a depinning transition from local cages as
described by mode-coupling theory. At the considered
delocalization transition, the vanishing of the arrested
component fsq is accompanied by the divergence of the
critical amplitude for small wavevectors, see Fig. 6. Con-
sidering the orientational motion of an anisotropic parti-
cle pinned in a glass host, a finite critical amplitude can
be anticipated [32]. Thus testing orientational microrhe-
ology, where an external torque is applied to an elongated
probe particle in a glassy host would ideally be suited to
test the predicted critical dynamics.
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Appendix B: Critical force of the schematic model

In this section, we will show how to derive an analytical
expression for the critical force and the critical amplitude
of the schematic model defined in Eqns. (7)-(10) for the
case κ‖ = κ⊥ =: κ. The starting point is the iteration
equations for the critical amplitude (18). For the sake of
simplicity, we replace vs1 by βvs2. The iteration equations
then read

h1 =
fvs2

F 2
extκ

2 + 1
(Fextκβh2 + βh1 + h3) , (B1a)

h2 =
fvs2

F 2
extκ

2 + 1
(Fextκ (βh1 + h3)− βh2) , (B1b)

h3 = fvs2
βh1h3 + h21 + h22
Fextκh2 + h1

. (B1c)

First, we want to rewrite the denominator in (B1c).
By combining (B1a) and (B1b), we find

h1 + Fextκh2 = fvs2(βh1 + h3). (B2)

Substituting this back into (B1c), we get

h3 =
βh1h3 + h21 + h22

βh1 + h3
⇔ h23 = h21 + h22. (B3)

Using again (B1a) and (B1b) we can find an expression
for the right hand side

h21 + h22 =
(fvs2)

2

F 2
extκ

2 + 1

(
β2(h21 + h22) + 2βh1h3 + h23

)
.

(B4)
Solving this equation for h21 + h22, we get

h21 + h22 =
(fvs2)

2 (
2βh1h3 + h23

)

F 2
extκ

2 + 1− (fvs2)
2
β2
. (B5)

Now this equation is substituted into (B3) leading to

h23 =
(fvs2)

2 (
2βh1h3 + h23

)

F 2
extκ

2 + 1− (fvs2)
2
β2
. (B6)

Here, we have eliminated the variable h2. In the next
step we make use of the fact, that the iteration equation
is scale invariant, i.e. any multiple of a solution is again
a solution. This allows us to fix h3 = 1 and we obtain a
linear equation for h1. Its solution is

h1 =
F 2

extκ
2 + 1

2β (fvs2)
2 −

1 + β2

2β
. (B7)

Inserting this solution together with h3 = 1 into (B1a)
and (B1b), we get two equations to be solved for h2
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(
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Since both equations must give the same result at the
critical force, we can obtain an equation for the critical
force by equating these two equations:
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This is a third order polynomial in F 2
extκ

2, which has the
following three solutions
{
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As we want the critical force to be real, we have to choose
the largest (positive) solution, which is
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This solution can now be plugged into (B7) and (B8b)

to find
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4β
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(B12a)
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By definition, we had h3 = 1. Finally, one has to replace
β by vs1/vs2 to get the result in terms of vs1 and vs2.

Appendix C: Scaling law for the schematic model

In this section, we give some arguments why the
timescale for the decay close to the critical point scales
like the inverse distance from the critical point. We start
with the factorization ansatz φi(s) = hig(s) with the crit-
ical amplitudes hi and a general time dependency g(s),
which is inserted into the equations of motion close to
the critical point given in Eq. (15). One can identify the
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stability matrix Sc (given in (14)) so that the equations
of motion read

g(s)
∑

i

Sc(h)1ihi = g(s)∆V re
‖ (h) + τ1 (C1a)

− s(g(s))2(h21 − h22)

g(s)
∑

i

Sc(h)2ihi = g(s)∆V im
‖ (h) + τ2 (C1b)

− s(g(s))22h1h2

g(s)
∑

i

Sc(h)3ihi = 2

(
g(s)

(
∆
W
U (h)

)
+
V(h)

U(h)
(C1c)

− τ3
W(h)

(U(h))2
+ τ3 − s(g(s))2h23

)

with the definitions

∆V
re/im
‖ (h) :=

3∑

i=1

((
V

re/im
‖

)
i
−
(
V

re/im,c
‖

)
i

)
hi,

(C2a)

W(h) :=

3∑

i,j=1

(W⊥)ijhihj , (C2b)

U(h) :=

3∑

i=1

(U⊥)ihi, (C2c)

V(h) :=

3∑

i=1

(V⊥)ihi, (C2d)

∆
W
U (h) :=

Wc(h)

Uc(h)
− W(h)

U(h)
, (C2e)

where the superscript c labels the vertices at the critical
force. As the critical stability matrix Sc is by defini-
tion not invertible at the critical point, this system of
equations only has a solution if the right hand side lies
in the invertible subspace (the image) of Sc. This can
be achieved by adjusting the amplitude of h such that
the projection of the right hand side onto the left zero-
eigenvector h̃ of Sc vanishes. h̃ is given by the deter-
mining equation h̃TSc = 0 or equivalently (Sc)T h̃ = 0.
Hence, the solution condition reads

0 = c̃1 + g(s)αc̃2 + s(g(s))2α2c̃3 (C3)

with the abbreviations

c̃1 = h̃1τ1 + h̃2τ2 + 2h̃3

(V(h)

U(h)
− τ3

W(h)

(U(h))2
+ τ3

)
,

(C4a)

c̃2 = h̃1∆V re
‖ (h) + h̃2∆V im

‖ (h) + 2h̃3∆
W
U (h), (C4b)

c̃3 = h̃1(h21 − h22) + h̃2h1h2 − 2h̃3h
2
3. (C4c)

This is a quadratic equation for α, which can be solved
explicitly. For the following, we assume that h is nor-
malized such that α = 1. Note that c̃3 is independent of

the external force and c̃2 is proportional to the distance
from the critical force to lowest order. Then, it remains
to find a solution of the following equation (expanded to
lowest order in δ, the distance to the critical force)

0 = c1 + δc2g(s) + s(g(s))2 (C5)

with c1c̃3 = c̃c1 and c2c̃3 = ∂
∂Fext

c̃2|Fc
.

This equation leads to the following scaling argument:
Inserting the ansatz g(s) := σg±(τs) into (C5) gives a
scale-independent equation

0 = c1 ± c2δσg±(τs) +
σ2

τ
τs (g±(τs))

2 (C6)

if and only if σ|δ| = 1 and σ2/τ = 1. g±(t) are then the
solutions of this scale-independent equation. Hence, we
conclude

g(s) = |δ|−1g±(sδ−2) for δ ≷ 0. (C7)

This is the same scaling equation as in conventional
schematic MCT models (see [25, 32, 33]).

Appendix D: Scaling of the velocity memory kernel

The schematic model exhibits a timescale τ = δ−2 for
the behavior close to the critical force. The same scal-
ing can be observed in the numerical solution of the full
model as shown in Fig. 9. This justifies the assumption of
a factorization of the correlators, i.e. φs(t) = hg(s) with
the same scaling function as for the schematic model,
i.e. g(s) = δ−1g+(sδ−2) (above the critical force, see
Eq. (C7)) we find

∫ ∞

0

mzz
0 (t′)dt′ = lim

s→0
mzz

0 (s) = lim
s→0

mzz
0 [hg(s)]

=mzz
0 [h] lim

s→0
δ−1g+(sδ−2) = mzz

0 [h]δ−1g+(0),
(D1)

where we used the linearity of the memory kernel func-
tional mzz

0 to separate the time dependency. This yields∫∞
0
mzz

0 (t′)dt′ ∝ |δ|−1 close to the critical force.

Appendix E: Stability matrix of the full model

Separating the root problem (23) into real and imagi-
nary parts, we obtain

J ′req (vre,vim) = vre
q −

are(are + bre) + aim(aim + bim)

(are + bre)2 + (aim + bim)2
,

(E1a)

J ′imq (vre,vim) = vim
q −

aimbre − arebim

(are + bre)2 + (aim + bim)2
,

(E1b)
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with vre
q := Re vq, vim

q = Im vq and

are = RevTAqv, (E2a)

bre = ReBTq v, (E2b)

aim = ImvTAqv, (E2c)

bim = ImBTq v. (E2d)

The reduced stability matrix (i.e. the Jacobian of the
non-trivial part) then consists of the four blocks

∂J ′q
re

∂v
re/im
p

= c

((
∂are

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
2aimbimare − (aim)2bre + bre(are + bre)2 + (bim)2(2are + bre)

)

+

(
∂aim

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
bim((aim)2 + (bim)2 − (are)2 + (bre)2) + 2aim((bim)2 + bre(are + bre))

)

+

(
∂bre

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
−2aimbimbre − (aim)2(are + 2bre)− are(−(bim)2 + (are + bre)2)

)

+

(
∂bim

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
−(aim)3 − 2(aim)2bim − 2bimare(are + bre)− aim((bim)2 + (are)2 − (bre)2)

)
)

(E3)

∂J ′q
im

∂v
re/im
p

= c

((
∂are

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
bim((are)2 − (aim)2 − (bim)2 − (bre)2)− 2aim((bim)2 + bre(are + bre))

)

+

(
∂aim

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
2aimbimare − (aim)2bre + bre(are + bre)2 + (bim)2(2are + bre)

)

+

(
∂bre

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
(aim)3 + 2(aim)2bim + 2bimare(are + bre) + aim((bim)2 + (are)2 − (bre)2)

)

+

(
∂bim

∂v
re/im
p

)
(
−2aimbimbre − (aim)2(are + 2bre)− are(−(bim)2 + (are + bre)2)

)
)

(E4)

with c = ((are)2+(aim)2+(bre)2+(bim)2)−2. After calcu-
lating the derivatives of are, aim, bre, bim with respect to
the variables vre

p and vim
p , we are ready to construct the

stability matrix as

S(vre,vim) = 1−



∂J′

q
re(vre,vim)

∂vrep

∂J′
q
im(vre,vim)

∂vrep
∂J′

q
re(vre,vim)

∂vimp

∂J′
q
im(vre,vim)

∂vimp


 . (E5)

Since a and b are holomorphic functions, there hold the
Cauchy-Riemann differential equations as long as v 6= 0

∂J ′q
re

∂vre
p

=
∂J ′q

im

∂vim
p

and
∂J ′q

re

∂vim
p

= −∂J
′
q
im

∂vre
p

. (E6)

The largest eigenvalue of this stability matrix can be
evaluated numerically and is real valued and approaches
0 at the delocalization transition. We also note that this
eigenvalue has multiplicity 1. The value of this largest

eigenvalue coincides with the value of the contraction
factor determined by the iteration. The eigenvector for
this largest eigenvalue is also called the critical amplitude
h = (hq)q and it determines in classical mode-coupling
theory the wave vector dependency of the nonergodicity
parameters close to the critical point via

fq − f cq = hqg(δ) (E7)

(p. 239, Eq. (4.78a) in [25]), where g(δ) describes the
scaling behavior close to the critical force depending on
the type of the transition: g(δ) ∝

√
|δ| for a type B

transition (p. 245, Eq. (4.91a) in [25]) and g(δ) ∝ δ for a
type A transition (p. 248, Eq. (4.98) in [25]).

In the case of vanishing nonergodicity parameters at
the critical point, it is also possible to evaluate the eigen-
vector to the largest eigenvalue of the reduced stability
matrix directly from the fixed point iteration scheme. Us-
ing (E7) with f cq = 0 in the iteration equation (21) and
dividing by g(δ) we find in the limit g(δ)→ 0
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hq =
are(h)bre(h)− aim(h)bim(h) + i

(
aim(h)bre(h)− are(h)bim(h)

)

(bre(h))2 + (bim(h))2
. (E8)
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